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INT. DAVE’S HOUSE.

Roll OPENING CREDITS over brief shots from around the house.

A sink, overflowing with dirty coffee cups. Rain outside.

Empty picture frames, stacked, still in their original

packaging. Plain white walls with no decoration. A sofa that

has seen little use. These images evoke a lonely atmosphere.

This house is not large, but it is large for just one

person.

INT. DAVE’S BEDROOM. CONTINUOUS.

A small, well-lived-in room. A base of operations. For now,

we see little of the room itself.

Finally, we see a desk, piled with papers and books. Behind

the desk, the wall is papered with SKETCHES of a man’s face.

Various words have been written around it, such as "Tall.

Blond. Handsome". EMPTY PANELS, the type used in graphic

novels, stare almost accusingly, interspersed with the

sketches. CLOSE ON One of the sketches, a close up of a

man’s face. There is a single word written above it.

DETAIL SHOT on the word as music ends. It says: MARVIN. This

word serves as the end of the OPENING CREDITS.

Suddenly, from off screen, a crumpled piece of paper soars

into frame, striking the sketch-covered wall uselessly.

Directly opposite from the wall, a man, DAVE, sits at the

desk wearing a worn-down bathrobe, a wifebeater, boxers,

glasses and several days worth of unshaven beard. He leans

back in his chair, frustrated, having just thrown his most

recent work at the wall. He stares intently, but without

vision. There is the slightest air of desperation around

him. He is at an edge. Dave and the sketches are having a

staring contest, and the sketches are winning. Silence,

apart from the sounds Dave makes as he shifts in his chair.

CLOSE ON the SKETCH OF MARVIN, from profile, but enough

angle to see the drawing. It stares.

CLOSE ON Dave, also in profile, clearly suffering from

writer’s block, staring back.

Again CLOSE ON sketch. Again, Dave. This pattern continues

as over the next brief period, Dave engages in remarkably

ineffective means of overcoming his block. he holds fingers

to his temples, then flings them towards the screen, as

though literally trying to throw words from his mind onto

the page. The sketch is still as always. Dave breathes out,

and closes his eyes. Under the desk, he folds his legs.

(CONTINUED)
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Dave is attempting to meditate. He sits still for a

remarkably short period of time, then opens his eyes only to

see the sketch still staring him down. Dave rolls his eyes.

He tries again, adding a meditative intonation.

DAVE

Oooooooooommmmmmmm.....

Dave’s noise continues. The sketch of Marvin is unaffected.

Dave is frustrated. His noise gets angrier until he speaks.

DAVE

Go.

He flicks his hands towards the sketch as though he were a

magician, with pomp and circumstance.

DAVE

Write. Come on Dave, draw! Make...

something!

Picking up a PEN, he tries to shake the block out of his

hands.

DAVE

(Self-motivating)

Okay, I can do this, ready? 3...

2... 1... BLAH!

Dave yells this last word at the sketch. Still no response.

Obviously. Dave looks angry, about ready to do hit the two

dimensional face. Finally, he puts pen to paper and begins

to sketch out the rough shape of a body. A few lines in,

however, he angrily crumples up the paper and throws it out

of screen. He stands, slapping the desk as though

frustrated. The phone rings. Dave stares once more,

intently, at Marvin’s sketched face, sitting still on the

wall. Frustrated, he exits to answer the phone.

INT. DAVES KITCHEN. CONTINUOUS

This kitchen is nice, not overly lavish, and currently very

messy. Dave answers the phone. He begins speaking as though

he already knows who is calling. A weak, tinny voice comes

through the receiver.

DAVE

Hey Dad... Fine, how are you?...

Not much, I’m trying to come up

with a character design for the new

novel... Not great... I got some

sketches done, though... He’s, uh,

(MORE)
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DAVE (cont’d)
tall, blond, handsome... a real

romantic lead. His name is

Marvin... Marvin...Yeah, I’m just a

bit stuck on the little details...

Yes, they matter, everything

matters, Dad, the character is the

most important thing... Sorry,

I’m... Look, Dad, [peering out the

window] it’s raining pretty heavily

right now, I’m worried the

connection might get cut, or -

There is a large stroke of thunder. The lights flicker.

DAVE

Dad? Hello? Dad?

Dave looks at the telephone. It is no longer working. He

shrugs, having expected it, and gives up. Suddenly, a loud

electronic/explosive noise comes from another room. Dave

jumps at it, but then hurries off to investigate.

INT. DAVE’S BEDROOM. CONTINUOUS

Dave comes rushing into the room. He looks first at his

computer. It is untouched, but the papers on the desk are

scattered all over. Dave looks around, and it takes him a

second to notice there is a NAKED MAN on his bed. This is

MARVIN. The man is tall, blond, and handsome, and, even when

calm, gives off an air of youthful, excitable energy. We do

not see anything naughty, ever. Dave screams and grabs a

nearby book to use as a shield.

DAVE

WHO THE HELL ARE YOU? GET OUT!

Marvin looks at Dave, confused and smiling up at him. He

appears to have not understood a word. He sits calmly on the

bed, hands folded, and, still smiling, speaks a single word

as though it sums everything up.

MARVIN

Marvin!

DAVE

Get out, dammit! Get out, I’ll call

the cops!

Marvin, still the picture of innocence, now seems scared by

Dave’s angry tone. He does not understand Dave’s words.

(CONTINUED)
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MARVIN

Marvin...

DAVE

Get up! Get off my bed, you sick

bastard!

He advances and brandishes the book as a weapon now. Marvin,

sensing Dave’s rage, leaps across the bed like a frightened

puppy, cowering and screaming.

MARVIN

Marvin! Marvin! Marvin!

Dave pauses. He looks at the book in his hands. The cowering

naked Marvin seems so childlike, he feels silly for being so

violent. They make eye contact. Marvin speaks again,

breaking the spell of false calm.

MARVIN

Marvin.

DAVE

Say something, real, dammit!

He goes after Marvin with the book. Marvin, sensing danger,

leaps up and bounds across the room, only to crash into the

wall of sketches. He falls to the floor in a cloud of

papers. The sketch of Marvin’s face, the symbol of Dave’s

frustration, lands almost innocently on top of Marvin. Dave

stops. There is no denying the similarities between the two

faces. Marvin cowers, hoping Dave will not hurt him.

MARVIN

(Softly, pleadingly)

Marvin.

Dave looks back at Marvin, frightened and alone. He decides

he has nothing to lose. He leans down quickly, grabbing the

sketch from Marvin’s body and leaping back, wary. He stares

at the paper for a long moment, then back at Marvin. He

makes one final attempt to frighten the truth out of this

naked stranger.

DAVE

Who are you!

Marvin doesn’t reply. Dave’s words scare him, and he

shelters himself. At last, looking down at the naked mess in

his room. Dave decides he has nothing to lose.

(CONTINUED)
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DAVE (CONT’D)

(He is still not willing to

believe this.)

Marvin?

MARVIN

(Wary. Terrified.)

Marvin?

He takes one last hard look at the paper, then grabs his pen

from his desk and writes to words, reading them aloud as he

does.

DAVE

Speaks... English.

Dave stands and looks at Marvin, slowly taking a step

towards him.

DAVE

Marvin?

A pause. A moment of eye contact. The dam breaks, and the

language is too much for Marvin to handle. He leaps up,

shouting.

MARVIN

Submarine smoothies! Me no fall

down for too much cold! Chocolate,

chocolate, rocket, rocket! I like

Ike! I like Ike! I like Ike!

Dave, though shocked, realizes his mistake and returns to

the desk. He adds another word.

DAVE

(Again speaking while writing)

...Well.

Dave looks once more at Marvin, who is massaging his mouth.

He makes a couple of noises as though testing his voice to

see whether or not it will run away on him again. When all

seems safe, he turns again to Dave, who seems unsure of what

Marvin will do. Suddenly, Marvin begins to speak. The

shocked tension is shattered in an instant.

MARVIN

(Angry and advancing on Dave)

How on Earth is this okay? I come

to your house, a newborn, thinking

you, my creator, would take care of

me, and what do I receive? Angry

words and and the threat of some

(MORE)
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MARVIN (cont’d)

book! And as if that isn’t enough,

you tell me to get the hell out!

Well sir, I have been alive for a

grand total of five minutes, and I

can already tell you, I’ve seen it

all!

He stops in front of Dave, hands on hips, imposing.

MARVIN (CONT’D)

Now, can you please bring me some

clothes!

Dave is shocked silent, open mouthed and wide-eyed. Marvin

continues to stare him down. There is nothing to break the

simultaneous awkwardness and wonder of the moment. It

endures.

INT. DAVE’S LIVING ROOM. SEVERAL MINUTES LATER.

JUMP CUT TO - Marvin sits on Dave’s couch. Dave in a chair

nearby, holding the sketch of Marvin. Marvin is now wearing

a brightly colored Hawaiian shirt and a pair of bright

orange shorts. He sniffs, pulls, and bites at the sleeve of

his shirt, examining it. He has never worn clothes before.

Dave sits in his chair, facing marvin. A moment. Marvin

seems to be waiting for something.

DAVE

I don’t get it.

MARVIN

(As though it is the simplest

thing)

It’s easy. You were creating me. I

was created. Boom. Here we are. I’m

hungry.

DAVE

But I wasn’t even done creating

Marvin... You... I only had a name

and three words.

MARVIN

Well good! Then we can make me

together! I’m still hungry.

DAVE

(Exasperated)

How?

(CONTINUED)
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MARVIN

(Misinterpreting Dave’s

question)

I haven’t eaten in my entire life.

DAVE

No, I mean how do we create you?

Marvin shrugs. Dave thinks, then remembers something. He

looks at the sketch in his hands. Again, he stares at it,

reminiscent of his previous struggle, but his frustration

has now been replaced by wonder. He looks at Marvin,

specifically at his clothes.

DAVE

(Drawing Marvin’s clothes as

he speaks.)

Well you have an... eccentric...

style.

MARVIN

(A little defensive)

They’re your clothes.

Dave doesn’t listen, finishing his rough sketch. After, he

sits back in his chair and considers what all this means.

DAVE

(Slowly growing inspired)

Okay... we can do this. We have to

observe you carefully, and make

sure we don’t miss anything. I can

learn what you like, what you do,

how you do it... I have a chance to

really create a living character, I

mean... this is literally what I

always wished I could do, and --

He is cut off when Marvin’s stomach growls. Marvin makes a

face of agony and helplessness.

DAVE

(Getting up)

Oh right, food. Come on.

MARVIN

(Leaping up. Following Dave)

Yay!
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INT. DAVE’S KITCHEN. CONTINUOUS

Dave walks quickly into the kitchen, followed more slowly by

Marvin, looking around at everything, seeing the world for

the first time.

DAVE

Alright, what do you want to eat?

Marvin looks at him blankly.

DAVE (CONT’D)

You know... what do you like?

MARVIN

(Confused, shrugging.)

I don’t know.

DAVE

Right.

Dave thinks for a second, then has an idea. He goes to the

fridge. He grabs a significant amount of food and places it

on the counter. He then raids the pantry. Marvin watches as

Dave places items in front of him. He picks up a CARROT

begins examining it with as many senses as possible. He puts

it down and begins to do the same with a BANANA.

DAVE

(Speaking as he gathers food)

I know I don’t have a whole lot of

options right now. I haven’t been

to the grocery store in a while,

but I think we’ll find something

that you like in here.

Dave puts the last items down, finally looking at Marvin,

who is biting the end of the banana and making a frustrated

face.

DAVE

No, no, look, you have to peel it,

see?

Dave goes over and peels one side of the banana for Marvin,

then offers it to him. Slowly, Marvin pulls down the other

sides of the banana peel. He holds the banana in his hand,

and looks expectantly at Dave. Slowly, he raises the banana

to his mouth and takes a bite, hesitantly. He decides he

likes it, and eats the entire banana in as few bites as

possible. When he is finished, he scrapes his tongue with a

finger. Dave is staring at Marvin in awe, excited by

everything he is doing.

(CONTINUED)
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DAVE

Okay. You like bananas.

MARVIN

(Talking through the finger in

his mouth)

It makes my mouth fuzzy.

DAVE

(Searching through the pile of

food)

Let’s see... here, try this!

Dave pulls out a box of crackers and a jar of peanut butter.

He spreads a dollop of peanut butter on a cracker and hands

it to Marvin. Marvin takes it. He opens his mouth wide,

places the entire cracker inside, and then immediately opens

his mouth again, sticking his tongue out and making the

cracker fall onto the counter after clinging to his tongue

for a second. He makes a disgusted face and a more

disgusting sound.

DAVE

(Disgusted, then realizing...)

Ugh... Shit, I should be writing

this down.

Dave runs out of the room to get paper and pen. Marvin

begins spitting, trying to remove the taste of peanut

butter. He reaches out wildly and grabs a cucumber. He tries

to peel it, to no effect. Dave comes back in the room with

his writing utensils as Marvin continues to suffer loudly.

Dave grabs a carton of lemonade and hands it to Marvin.

DAVE

Here, drink this. It’ll help.

Marvin struggles with the cap for a couple of seconds as

Dave begins typing furiously. When he finally gets the cap

off, Marvin tilts his head back and upends the lemonade over

his face. A considerable amount falls in his mouth, but most

of it goes over his face and the kitchen counter. Dave

stares at this. Finally, Marvin stops pouring the lemonade,

and calms. Dave stares for a moment longer, then returns to

writing furiously.

INT. DAVE’S LIVING ROOM. SEVERAL MINUTES LATER.

Dave and Marvin sit together on the sofa this time. Dave

looks over the papers in his hands.

(CONTINUED)
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DAVE

Okay, so far, you like Lemonade,

Bananas, Bagels, Cream Cheese,

Cucumbers, Chicken Fingers, and

Potato Chips, but you hate Peanut

Butter... Well, it’s not much, but

it’s a start, I guess. At least we

know something about you... What do

you want to try now?

MARVIN

(Moving his legs)

My legs are twitchy.

DAVE

Twitchy? Like how?

MARVIN

(Moving them faster and

faster. Standing up. Kicking.)

Like they’re excited and they want

to yell.

DAVE

We should go for a run!

MARVIN

(Still kicking. It looks like

a strange dance.)

Why?

DAVE

(Getting up to go get ready)

Because exercise is good for you!

MARVIN

(Calling after Dave)

Exercise doesn’t sound fun!

No response from Dave.

MARVIN

Dave? The exercise sounds evil...

Dave?

EXT. A SUNNY SIDEWALK.

TRACKING MARVIN.

Marvin runs down the sidewalk, arms flung out wide, bearing

an expression of rapture.

(CONTINUED)
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MARVIN

DAVE! I LOVE EXERCISE!

Marvin runs out of frame.

PAN TO DAVE, A LITTLE BEHIND MARVIN, LOOKING BELEAGUERED.

DAVE

Marvin! Slow down!

He runs out of frame after Marvin.

MONTAGE:

Dave and Marvin run around town, trying various things to

see whether or not Marvin likes them. All the while they

run, Marvin seeming to become faster and faster, and Dave

slower and slower.

At a movie theater, they go in to see a sad movie. Later,

they emerge. An emotionally distraught Marvin is being

comforted by Dave.

At a park, Dave is trying to get Marvin to feed birds, but

Marvin insists on chasing them, exploding with glee.

At a museum, the two examine several pieces of art. Marvin

bears a look of wonder, until he is confronted with a

singularly abstract piece, at which point he attempts to

mimic it with his face. This causes Dave to laugh loudly,

and earns the two a harsh look from the CURATOR, who gives

particular spite to Marvin’s outfit.

At an ice cream stand, Marvin is shown trying every flavor,

one lick at a time, while Dave becomes progressively more

bored.

Finally, the two head home. This time, TRACKING DAVE as he

walks calmly out of frame. Behind him comes Marvin,

clutching his stomach and groaning from the amount of ice

cream he has consumed.

INT. DAVE’S BEDROOM. NIGHT.

CLOSE ON DAVE AS HE SLEEPS.

MARVIN

(Poking him awake)

Dave. Dave. Dave.

Dave wakes up. Marvin is still wearing the same outfit. It

seems he never takes it off.

(CONTINUED)
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DAVE

What the-- Marvin? What time is it?

MARVIN

Dave, why did you name me Marvin?

DAVE

(Waking up)

What?

MARVIN

Marvin. Why is that my name?

DAVE

Not now, Marvin. Go back to bed.

MARVIN

Dave, you need to answer this. You

created me.

DAVE

(Trying to get back to sleep)

I dunno... It seemed right, I

guess.

MARVIN

(Unsatisfied with this answer)

But it’s just so...

He makes a disgusting noise to show his distaste for the

name.

Dave, moaning, tries to hide his face in a pillow.

MARVIN

I mean, you could have named me

anything, Dave. You could have

named me BALTHAZAR.

DAVE

(A terrible realization)

Oh god... you’re not a dramatic

character...

MARVIN

(Continuing uninterrupted)

Or Morgon, destroyer of worlds!

DAVE

WHY would I name you Morgon

destroyer of worlds? Or... anyone?

(CONTINUED)
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MARVIN

Because it’s awesome? Because you

can? You could have given me an

unforgettable name but instead you

chose Marvin? I mean, You can do

anything, Dave, anything! That’s

the point of creating something!

DAVE

Look, Marvin.

MARVIN

Call me Balthazar.

DAVE

No.

MARVIN

(In a huff, turning his back)

You are so frustrating.

A pause. Marvin gets comfortable.

DAVE

Are you going back to bed, or...?

MARVIN

No, I want to stay here. Goodnight

Dave.

DAVE

Goodnight Marvin.

Marvin turns over and snuggles down to sleep. Dave looks at

him, nestled in the blankets. He smiles, happy to not be

alone in his bed. He settles down to sleep as well.

FROM ABOVE, THE TWO SLEEP CALMLY NEXT TO EACH OTHER.

INT. DAVE’S LIVING ROOM. THE NEXT DAY.

CUT TO - Marvin is watching Star Wars. He cheers the

characters on, calling out things like "Go, Luke! Get him!",

etc. He also makes sound effects in tandem with the movie.

He is fully preoccupied.
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INT. DAVE’S BEDROOM. CONTINUOUS.

Dave stares at various panels and sketches of Marvin again,

trying to put ideas to paper, but he is distracted by the

sounds of Marvin and Star Wars coming from the other room.

He writes a little bit, and stops to think. Behind Dave,

Marvin enters, holding a bag of potato chips and loudly

crunching away at its contents.

DAVE

(Calmly, to Marvin)

Can you not eat so loudly?

MARVIN

(Digging deep into the bag)

I’m not eating loudly.

DAVE

Yes, you are. And it’s distracting

me.

MARVIN

Distracting you from what?

DAVE

From creating you.

MARVIN

(Putting a large chip in his

mouth)

What are you creating about me?

DAVE

(Wishing Marvin would stop

distracting him)

I’m trying to figure out some kind

of... family history. Or something.

Motivations. I need to know why you

do the things you do. Why will

you... make the choices that you

will make?

MARVIN

I think I had an emotionally absent

father.

Marvin’s rapid input visibly surprises Dave, particularly

since it seems genuine. For a second, he is silent,

processing.

MARVIN

(Crunching obnoxiously)

Yeah... My mother too. Or literally

absent. That could be fun.

(CONTINUED)
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DAVE

What do you mean that could be fu--

MARVIN

(With mouth full)

Mmm! What if, I wath raithed by by

on dan duncle!

DAVE

Excuse me?

MARVIN

(Swallowing)

I was raised by my aunt and uncle!

Marvin now begins gesturing at the panels and sketches,

tangibly excited.

MARVIN

(With increasing energy)

Then, I set out on an adventure,

accompanied by a wise old man who

tells me that my father died

protecting people, BUT, I learn

that my father is actually alive,

only now...

Dave’s expression shows his growing skepticism and gradual

realization.

MARVIN

(Continued)

...he’s become the Emperor’s

mutilated android puppet, and in

order to save him from the dark

side, I confront the Emperor

directly, leading to his final

defeat and my father’s cathartic

sacrifice to save my life, and the

best dance party those teddy bear

things on Endor have ever seen!

A beat. Dave lets it all sink in. Marvin seems confident

that he has just come up with the greatest idea in history.

DAVE

That’s Star Wars.

Another beat as they stare at each other. To cover the

awkwardness, Marvin, never breaking eye contact, puts a

handful of potato chips in his mouth and begins crunching

anew.

(CONTINUED)
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DAVE

Okay, that’s it. I asked politely.

He turns to the sketches of Marvin and begins writing

something, speaking aloud as he does. This is a game.

DAVE

Has an... unfounded... hatred... of

potato... chips.

Dave looks briefly at Marvin, who is realizing what Dave is

doing.

DAVE

Finds them... Nauseating.

Marvin stares at the bag of chips in his hand before

realizing he has a mouthful of them. His face takes on a

look of disgust, and he swallows painfully.

MARVIN

I need lemonade...

Marvin stumbles out of the room behind Dave, who, for a

brief moment, laughs. It is a strange sort of friendly

banter. However, soon the implications of what Dave has just

done begin to sink in. He stares at the sketches and panels.

He seems frightened by his own power as he contemplates what

to do.

INT. DAVE’S LIVING ROOM. SEVERAL MINUTES LATER.

Marvin is again watching Star Wars, this time taking large

gulps of lemonade as he makes his sound effects. Behind him,

Dave watches Marvin’s antics with a serious face. Finally,

Dave makes a decision. He turns and walks out of the room.

Hearing him go, Marvin turns to look, but Dave is no longer

there. Marvin’s attention returns to the movie.

EXT. THE PARK FROM THE MONTAGE.

Dave and Marvin walk along together in the park. Marvin is

now wearing a bright purple warm-up jacket over his usual

outfit. Dave is wearing a sad look. It is a beautiful day at

the park, but the atmosphere is strangely serious.

MARVIN

Can I go chase birds? Dave? Dave?

Dave doesn’t answer. He is refusing to look at Marvin.

(CONTINUED)
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MARVIN (CONT’D)

Dave? Birds? Dave?

DAVE

Marvin, you have to leave.

They stop walking.

MARVIN

What?

DAVE

I can’t... create you. It’s too

much for me. You’re a person, I

mean, a REAL person.

Dave hands a manila envelope to Marvin.

DAVE (CONT’D)

You have to write yourself.

A pause. Marvin looks at the envelope, studying it. It is

sealed, and bears only the word "MARVIN" in sharpie, bolded

and underlined just as it was on Dave’s wall. Slowly, Marvin

takes the envelope.

DAVE

It’s all in there. I mean, you are.

All of you, everything we worked

out together. But you have to write

the rest.

Marvin takes the envelope. He feels its weight. His weight.

Again, a beat. Dave still doesn’t want to meet Marvin’s

eyes..

DAVE

You can, um... Write whatever you

want. Anything you want to be. Any

life you want to make for yourself.

You can even change your name to

Morgon, Destroyer of Worlds.

Dave knows such an idea is meaningless, holding no comfort,

but he doesn’t know what else to say. Finally, after a

pause, Marvin looks directly into Dave’s eyes. He speaks for

the first time since Dave started talking. He is holding

back tears.

MARVIN

I like Marvin.

(CONTINUED)
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DAVE

(Unable to break eye contact.)

Me too.

Another beat. There is still hope that Dave might change his

mind. But then, suddenly, he grabs Marvin by the arm. Unable

to stand it any longer, Dave turns and walks away quickly,

leaving Marvin standing alone in the park. There is so much

left unsaid. Marvin stares down at the envelope in his

hands. His name stares back at him.

INT. DAVE’S HOUSE. AFTERNOON

CUT TO -- A distraught Dave wanders blankly into his own

house. He walks into his room and stands in front of his

desk. He looks at the wall of Marvin sketches. It looks back

at him. The word "Marvin" is still visible, though now Dave

feels as though it is scolding him. Blindly, Dave walks

towards the wall, takes papers in his hands, and slides down

it, ending up sitting in the same position Marvin was in

shortly after his arrival. Dave looks at the papers in his

hands. He crumples them and lets them fall.

FADE TO BLACK. IMAGE FADES BACK IN. IT IS SEVERAL HOURS

LATER. - EARLY EVENING.

There is a knock at the door. Dave wakes up from the floor

where he had clearly fallen asleep crying. Slowly, as though

hoping this world is a dream, he gets up, walks through the

house, and answers the door. Marvin is standing on the

porch. He holds up a piece of paper, cutting across Dave and

reading from it.

DAVE

Marvin, what--?

MARVIN

(Reading loudly over Dave.

Very emotional.)

Dave. Dave is a writer, but he

draws things too. He is a little

shorter than I am, and has browner

hair and sometimes wears glasses.

Slowly, Dave begins to realize that Marvin has written him

up. He settles into silence to listen.

MARVIN

(Choking up a bit)

Dave is very nice, and he always

shares his lemonade. He also shares

his peanut butter, even though it

(MORE)
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MARVIN (cont’d)
isn’t very good. Sometimes, Dave

does stupid things like get scared

and leave people he loves in the

park. But they still forgive him.

By now both Dave and Marvin are on the brink of tears.

MARVIN

Dave used to be alone, but he

doesn’t have to be anymore, because

now he lives with his best friend

Marvin.

Marvin is done reading the paper. He holds it out to Dave.

His hand shakes with emotion.

MARVIN

If he wants to.

Dave looks at the paper for only a second, then back at

Marvin.

DAVE

(Relief. Gratitude. Love.)

Marvin.

Dave takes the paper and steps forward quickly, drawing

Marvin into his arms. WIDE SHOT. The two, smiling and barely

holding back tears, share an intensely emotional embrace on

Dave’s porch.

FADE TO BLACK, SLOWLY.

ROLL END CREDITS OVER SHOTS FROM AROUND DAVE’S HOUSE AGAIN,

This time, we see signs of Marvin around the house: open

lemonade cartons, his purple warm-up jacket hanging next to

Dave’s, etc. Though neither Dave or Marvin is shown in

person, the house doesn’t feel empty anymore. Finish END

CREDITS on an image of a framed photograph of the two. Once

more, the word "Marvin." marks the end of the credits.

THE END


